
Department of Computer Science and Engineering 

 

NIQ No.CSE/14-15/ 01   Due Date : May 08 , 2014(Upto 11.30 A.M.) 

Sealed quotations are invited from reputed manufacturer/bidders for purchase of 96 
batteries of 65 AH/12 Volt SMF Batteries of Exide or equivalent make under 
buy back of 64 batteries of 12 V/65 AH Exide Batteries, with 3 years or more 
immediate replacement warranty, dimension of batteries should be 
approximate in mm (Overall Height- 174, Height-174, Lenght-350, Width-166) , 
so as to fit in our existing battery racks. There will be a two bid system a 
technical bid & a financial bid. Separate technical & commercial bid are 
required to be submitted in separate sealed envelopes. The technical bid should 
not contain any commercial information, else will be rejected. The financial bid will be 
opened only if technical bid functionally meet the tender specification. Before 
submitting the tender, read the tender terms & conditions carefully.      

Terms and Conditions: 

1. If the quote is submitted by the representative of Principals/Manufacturers 
themselves, a valid agency ship/dealership certificate authorizing the agent to 
quote to IIT Delhi on behalf of the Principals should be enclosed of a latest 
date in original with the technical bid specific to this tender; else the bid will be 
rejected. Either the dealer on behalf of Principal/OEM or OEM itself can bid 
but both cannot bid for the same tender for the same item. 

2. Warranty cards to be provided for each battery separately. 
3. Time frame for replacement of faulty batteries to be intimated clearly in the 

quotation. 
4. Warranty should be clearly mentioned in the bid (Minimum three years). 
5. The bid submitted should contain all the technical details of the product 

quoted with technical data sheet of quoted model. 
6. Validity of the quotation should be minimum 90 days. 
7. Sealed quotations must be marked “Head, Dept. Of CSE, and should reach 

the Room No.404, IIIrd Floor, Dept. Of CSE, Bharti Building IIT Delhi, Hauz 
Khas, New Delhi – 110 016” latest by 08/05/2014 up to 11.30 a.m. sharp. 

8. Quotation must indicate a delivery schedule, which in no case should exceed 
two week from the date of placement of order. 

9. Quotation must indicate the applicable taxes and duties, if any separately with 
installation. 

10. Incomplete and conditional submitted tenders would be summarily rejected.  
Quotation received later than 11.30 a.m. on due date are liable to be ignored. 

11. Payment will be made after satisfactory installation as per IIT norms. 
12. Vendor should get NEFT Registration for processing the payment as no 

payment will be made via physical cheque. 



13. Batteries to be given on buy back must be cleared up as soon as installation 
is made without which payment will not be processed. 

14. Installation of batteries at IIIrd Floor of Bharti Building. 
15. IIT Delhi reserves the right to reject or accept any bid without assigning any 

reason thereof. 
16. IIT Delhi is registered with DSIR, Govt. Of India and is therefore, exempted 

from Excise Duty and Exemption Certificate will be issued, if required. 
17. No query regarding the tender will be entertained. 

 

 

(Prof. Huzur Saran) 

 

 

 


